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RF/Beam behavior during crab cavity trip

1. Comparison with data of RF abort monitor and BOR 
corresponding to some aborts.

2. Detail of the phase transition during cavity voltage decaying.

K.Nakanishi       KEK
The 11th LHC crab cavity webex meeting



  

Data taking
Various data measured by RF abort monitor and BOR are 
introduced in this report. 

RF abort monitor

BOR

It is an oscilloscope 
 attached to LLRF

It is triggered by 
beam decaying.

When a beam abort is 
required, the snapshot 
of an oscilloscope is 
saved.

Loss monitor

Trigger

Bunch by bunch 
feedback system

KEKB HER(High Energy Ring) and LER(Low Energy 
Ring) have a bunch-by-bunch feedback system 
respectively. The beam positions in 4096 turns of 
every bunches are stored in ring buffer of them.
When a beam loss is observed, the data is dumped.

At first, I searched characteristic signal in data of RF abort 
monitor. And corresponding data was find in the BOR data.
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turns

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Power form pick up antenna at the cavity.( Vc∝ 2)
Purple :Cavity phase
Green :Beam current

HER DCCT

The vertical axis shows a quantity 
related to a displacement and bunch 
current. The sensitivity is about 0.01
mm・mA/count. It saturate at 256.

The beam was kicked when a quench 
was occurred.

10deg



  

turns

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Purple :Cavity phase
Green :Beam current

Some turbulence occurred in the cavity. Corresponding displacement was observed.
Finally, the cavity phase was lost, and the beam was kicked.
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turns

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Purple :Cavity phase
Green :Beam current

10deg

When LLRF feedback was oscillated, corresponding displacement was observed.

In these case, the beam was aborted with beam loss. But sometimes beam was aborted 
without beam loss. The phase transition was confirmed.



Crab kickによるCOD

● Horizontal COD by crab kick

● Arc部でのCOD
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Crab Phase Scan (LER)
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Phase 0：174.8 deg.
Vcrab  set:1.0MV,  estimated: 0.987MV

                agree very well 　　

crab

Horizontal orbit by crab kick

Horizontal kick by crab cavity (rad)
(Estimated from orbits around the ring)

crab

H. Koiso, A. Morita



  

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Green :Beam current
Purple :Cavity phase

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Green :Beam current
Purple :Cavity phase

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Green :Beam current
Purple :Cavity phase

40deg

noise?

The HER beam was aborted by intentional 
abort request.

The expected decay time of 
stored energy was 42 μsec.
(84 μsec for cavity voltage)



  

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Green :Beam current
Purple :Cavity phase The HER beam was aborted.

What is different from previous page?



  

40deg

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Purple :Cavity phase
Green :Beam current

The LER beam was aborted by intentional 
abort request.

The expected decay time of 
stored energy was 65 μsec.
(130 μsec for cavity voltage)



  

10deg

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Purple :Cavity phase
Green :Beam current

The RF power for LER crab cavity was turned off.
The beam was aborted in 50 msec



  



  

The HER RF power is turned off without beam.Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Purple :Cavity phase
Green :Beam current



  

Yellow :Klystron output power
Blue :Pick up power( Vc∝ 2)
Purple :Cavity phase
Green :Beam current The LER RF power is turned off without beam.



  

When significant turbulence is occurred, it is expected that a characteristic signal 
should be found by the RF abort monitor.
In almost case, a beam loss was observed at that time, and the beam was kicked by 
crab voltage whose phase is not controlled.

To accept that behavior, a sufficient aperture should be prepared.
In KEKB case, the maximum displacement is expected as only 5mm.

Sometimes, the cavity phase is not changed so quickly.
It should be confirm how suppress the cavity phase shift.

The beam induced field is one of the suspects about that.

To confirm that, intentional beam abort should be made with negative/no/positive 
beam loading.

summary
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